
MADE IN  

GERMANY



For more than 80 years the MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR have already manufactured 
furniture that correspond to the highest demands of design, function and quality. 

The quality of our products is the sum of our experiences, know-how and the creativity, 
that goes into our company. All our furniture stand for durability and reliability – values 
that are closely connected with craftsmanship and modern production methods.

Features such as trust and service rank first in our company along with the 
proper result. Personal contact, comprehensive advice and high flexibility in the 
implementation are a matter of course for us. 

We invite you to discover the world of MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR and we are delighted to 
be able to put our creativity and expertise at your service soon.
 

Sincerely, 
Josef and Wolfgang Müller

MÜLLER MANUFACTURE – MADE IN GERMANY
[ In 1930 the master  jo iner Alber t  Mül ler  founded a jo iner ’s  shop in Bad Rippoldsau, 
which was success fu l ly  ex tended by brothers Got t f r ied and Josef  Mül ler  in the fo l lowing 
decades. The fami ly enterpr ise manufactures today wi th Wol fgang Mül ler  a l ready in the 
3 rd generat ion furn i tu re for  contemporar y of f ice envi ronments. ]
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JOSEF AND WOLFGANG MÜLLER_we love things 
whose form and function are in perfect harmony.
The production of high–quality office furniture is a 
main focus of our company. 



The MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR bears the term 
“Manufaktur” because of tradition. The 
same principles as during the establishing 
time in 1930 still apply in the joiner’s shop. 
High qualified employees design, develop 
and produce individual office solutions for 
the high claim in the executive floor. With 
creativity and sure instinct they create a 
pleasant ambience with high quality stay. 
Due to the independence of suppliers 
individual space requirements can be met. 
In addition, we have developed ourselves 
into a veneer specialist over the decades. 
Veneers transform furniture into unique 
pieces of jewelry and give them a natural 
character. Only the best certified woods 
are used and they earn a professionally 
competent and careful processing. With 
great expertise and resource-efficient 

processes, we manufacture furniture that  
will meet all standards of design and 
functionality. 

MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR also stands for 
the people who are involved in the planning 
and manufacturing process. They see 
themselves as service providers who act 
in the interest of the customer. This also 
means that our partners get the tools 
which they need for the best advice. 

M A N U FA K T U R
[Accord ing to the La t in  roo t  word,  the word “Manufak tu r ”  s tands fo r  handmade, 
cus tomers  usua l l y  assoc ia te  wi th  th i s  te rm cus tom-made produc t s . ]
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MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR_this means quality made 
in Baden-Wuerttemberg – reliable, robust and solid 
with a consistent value for money.



LINIE A TABLE WITH SYSTEM.

Clear and diverse. These are the qualities of LINIE M. – the new product made by 
MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR. LINIE M. offers flexibility in the execution and applications 
of the various work processes.



PERFECTLY ORGANIZED.
The mitered subbase containers can always be connected with the underframe.
Therefore these modules are an alternative to the roller container. Whether as a 
simple extension or a double extension, this module provides a little bit of privacy for 
personal documents or charging station for the technology.

The name speaks for itself – the peculiarity lies in the diversity and expandability of the 
product. LINIE M. a table with a system.

The heart of LINIE M. is the frame construction that convinces both visually and statically 
by its lightness and stability. The metal feet can be simply integrated in the base frame 
and adapt in the various materials of any architectural requirement. Furthermore, the 
self-contained frame offers an optimum integrated electrification. Table tops in different 
sizes enable a multitude of combinations.

LINIE M. is not only a high-quality table system, but also a modular product building box 
for exclusive and contemporary equipment – no matter whether chief office, secretary’s 
office, meeting or conference room.



Working together does not always take place in small-scale table solutions. Generous 
communicative forms and solutions can be planned with LINIE M.

Whether as a double workstation or large desk with integrated meeting component – 
with this system many processes can be made more timely and flexible



Generous in clear form. LINIE M. inspires as a single table. 
The lightness given by the table geometry is supported  
by a customized color of the individual components.



Different materials give a furniture a quite personal touch and gives it individuality.  
LINIE M. is a symbiosis between subtle lacquered plain colors and the high-quality  
veneered surfaces. This modular storage system matches perfectly to the requirements  
and fulfills almost every wish.

INDIVIDUAL AND VERSATILE.



As a wall-mounted, gracile 
lowboard, this storage 
solution sets the matching 
accents in your conference 
room and workstation. 

With LINIE M. meeting and conference solutions for every room can be realized. 
It should be emphazised that the intelligent frame design allows unsupported and 
generous table solutions.

Small conference tables in various sizes and finishes complete this programme.

COMMUNICATION IN ANY ROOM.



Organization in the 
workplace.  
The technology element and 
various containers provide 
a perfect integration of the 
necessary technology as well 
as enough space for your 
personal storage space.

Straight and flexible. The mitred and carefully 
lacquered body elements are integrated framework 
for the individual front accents. The sliding front 
door of the cabinet provides timeless elegance.

THE STORAGE SPACE.

Clear and structured. Storage units of LINIE M. can be integrated into any decor idea. 
Whether as a sideboard, lowboard or as a stacked wall unit, this system always offers a 
solution. A lockablility can be customized individually through the interplay of different 
front designs. Swing doors with push-opening and handleless drawer units with a high 
quality surface finish complete the cabinet concept. Naturally as a special option all 
storage units are available with a locking system, tailored to your needs.
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Design and functionality provide the perfect setting for a trustworthy and 
respectable appearance. The timeless yet very modern table construction 
that not only works as a solitaire but also as a complex workstation meets 
all technical requirements. ACUROS creates an atmosphere of inspiration 
and motivation.

LOWBOARD_structure lacquer white/walnut nature
DESK_structure lacquer white/walnut nature, leather optics black
SUBBASE CONTAINER_structure lacquer white/walnut nature
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STANDING DESK_structure lacquer black/
Macassar nature

SLIDING DOOR CABINET 2OH_
structure lacquer black/Macassar nature

DESK_structure lacquer black/Macassar nature, leather optics black

COMPLETE WALL UNIT_structure lacquer black/Macassar nature
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CONFERENCE TABLE_structure lacquer black/Tineo nature,  
leather optics black
SLIDING DOOR CABINET 2OH_structure lacquer black/Tineo natur
[picture on top]

STANDING DESK_with tower box and swing door 
structure lacquer black/Tineo nature, leather optics black
TOWER BOX_with swing door
[picture on the right]

DESK_structure lacquer black/Tineo nature,  
leather optics black
[big picture on the left]

INTEGRATED EQUIPMENT WITH STYLE.
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DESK_structure lacquer white/walnut nature, leather optics black
LOWBOARD_structure lacquer white/walnut nature,  
leather optics black

SUBBASE CONTAINER_structure lacquer white/walnut nature
[small picture on the right, container front]



SIMPLE ELEGANCE. 

ACUROS LIGHT dispenses deliberately with exuberant design features and stages 
the materials on which it depends. These materials can be adapted to every design 
wish. The combination of high quality veneers such as Tineo, Macassar (ebony) and 
Eucalyptus with different lacquer surfaces enthuses both optically and haptically.

High quality and functional connection and placement possibilities are available 
for the various work equipment. Elegant containers and highboards round out the 
programme and so complete the functionality.

ACUROS LIGHT.

HIGHBOARD_structure varnish black/ 
Walnut satin

DESK_structure varnish black/ Walnut satin
STANDING CONTAINER_structure varnish black/  
Distance element structure lacquer silver 



INOVA.
Clarity, transparency and directness are available for the elaborately 
crafted bridge structure, which can be adapted functionally and aesthetically to 
every requirement of the workstation. It offers the perfect stage for the floating 
table top and can be formed independently and freely by a clear separation 
of these elements. INOVA creates a homogeneous and harmonious spatial 
structure.

DESK_structure lacquer diamond silver, inlet: Eucalyptus smoked
TABLETOP ST 200_rectangle, eucalyptus smoked

INOVA: 15 _ 16



PERFECTLY ORGANIZED.
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INOVA provides optimal cable management within all modules  
and organizable storage space in the workstation. 

DESK_structure lacquer diamond silver, inlet: Eucalyptus smoked
BRIDGE B240B_with side plates on both sides
HIGHBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer diamond silver, 
inlet: Eucalyptus smoked
[picture on the top]

DESK_structure lacquer diamond graphite/satinised glass, 
inlet: Aluminum
BRIDGE B220R_with side plate on the right side
TABLETOP ST 180G_rectangle, satinised glass
SIDE TABLE_structure lacquer graphite/satinised glass, inlet: Aluminum
[big picture on the right]
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INOVA offers a unique and high-quality custom solution for everyone. The core is the  
free customizable table top that can be adapted in a variety of materials and forms to  
the particular requirement.

CONFERENCE TABLE KTI 250re_ellipse, structure lacquer diamond silver/oak smoked without splint
[picture on the top]

DESK_structure lacquer graphite/satinised glass , inlet: Aluminum
BRIDGE B220R_with side plate on the right side 
TABLE TOP ST 180G_rectangle, satinised glass
[picture on the left]

HIGH-QUALITY INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS.
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DESK_structure lacquer graphite/oak nature , inlet: Oak nature
BRIDGE B220L_with side plate on the left side
 STAND CONTAINER SC 13_structure lacquer graphite 
TABLE TOP ST 180_rectangle
SIDE TABLE_structure lacquer graphite/oak nature, inlet: Oak nature

The seamless connection of different high-quality materials form the basis of 
representative furniture.
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SETHOS.
Purity and lightness as well as pragmatically implemented details give this 
line its aesthetics and the individual style. Centerpiece is the metal-T-profile. 
This alone and optical recognition feature takes at the same time the statics 
of the system and gives SETHOS a distinctive appearance.

DESK_high gloss chrome/Macassar nature  
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A CLEAR LINE CREATES TRANSPARENCY.

DESK_matt chrome/oak smoked without splint
CONTAINER_structure lacquer diamond silver 
SIDEBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer diamond silver/oak smoked without splint
[picture on the top]

DESK_high gloss chrome/Makassar nature 
[picuture on the right]

The metal-T-profile connects the frame part and the table top by a form-fit connection.
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SETHOS unites a clear, concised design with a high degree of technical competence. 
The perfect connection of two materials – wood and metal – underlines the very 
expressive character of the system. This puts optical signals and emphasizes by 
valence the right of individualism and quality.

DESK_matt chrome/walnut nature 
SIDE TABLE_matt chrome/walnut nature 
CONTAINER_structure lacquer graphite 
HIGHBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer graphite/walnut nature
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HIGHBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer black 
[picture below]

 
SIDEBOARD 2 OH_structure lacquer diamond silver/oak 
smoked without splint
MOBILE CONTAINER_structure lacquer diamond silver

DESK_matt chrome/oak smoked without splint
[picture below]

With its generous cabinet and shelf elements SETHOS also offers a modular 
storage concept. The elements are timeless in design, economical in their 
space and of the highest quality. This makes SETHOS a system that meets all 
requirements.
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VOTUM.
Stylish and timeless. These factors form the framework for the line VOTUM. 
Flexible in use and expressive with its incisive style. The floating table top 
with bow segment is the distinctive feature that is complemented by the 
exciting mix of materials in frame as well as the processing of fine woods. 
VOTUM – this is exquisite elegance of fine woods with a perfect finish.

DESK_structure lacquer graphite/Santos
CONTAINER_structure lacquer graphite
HIGHBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer graphite/Santos 
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HIGHBOARD 3 OH_structure lacquer graphite/Santos, 
cover plate on spacers
[picture above]

DESK_desk pedestal beech massive, structure finish 
graphite, table top Santos, insert leather
CONTAINER_structure lacquer graphite
[picture on the left]

Tip: The profile edge of the table top is round and lacquered in body 
colour. The earlier version in multiplex is still available on request.

THE INTERIOR FOR INDIVIDUALISTS.
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TRIATHLON.
Classic elegance, extraordinary forms and a representative optics provide  
the chief’s office a timeless and classy look. The large leather top impresses 
with its spaciousness and the attractively designed base gives the office 
a personal touch. The mitred front elements complete the harmonious 
impression of the desk ensemble. TRIATHLON – the classic among the 
chief offices.

SIDEBOARD 2 OH_structure lacquer black brown/Paldao
DESK_structure lacquer black brown/Paldao, leather optics black brown 
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SIDEBOARD 2 OH_structure lacquer black brown/Paldao
CONTAINER_structure lacquer black brown

Note: The previous version of the body in ash black or graphite is still available on request. 

PLENTY OF ROOM FOR DECISION MAKERS.

TRIATHLON offers through its diverse range of modular elements solutions for every 
space. The components are coordinated so that they can be extended at any time and 
leave a cohesive impression in their combination.
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MEDIA SIDEBOARD_the media sideboard is a 
formally well designed solitaire furniture that is 
used to output data – design follows function. It 
has a retractable 46“ LED screen in 16:10 format 
for the output of image data via VGA or HDMI.

By the digital signal processor the sound system  
can be optimally adapted to the acoustic properties  
of the room (room attenuation). The stereo sound 
system consists of a sound board, supported by 
two subwoofers.

The built-in calculator allows you to work 
independently on the media sideboard with 
external data that is recorded for example on a 
USB-Stick.

The media sideboard is with corresponding video 
and microphone equipment an independent video 
conference furniture.

VERSION_body lacquered (structure lacquer 
graphite), front and top veneered (oak nature).

CONFERENCE TABLE_the design of a conference table is determined by the number of persons, the room 
size and the technology to be integrated. Table tops and frame styles can be adopted by our desk models.

CONFERENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY.
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STORAGE SPACE_storage space is the basis of all filing systems. Therefore we offer to each model 
appropriate sideboards and highboards. According to your requirements, cabinet modules from one to 
six folder heights can be combined to complete wall units. Shelf units, glass doors and panels allow 
you to customize your very own solution.

With drawers and hanging files, coat racks, bar and vault installations, the inner values of the cabinets 
are customized to our needs and fit so perfectly into your office environment.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DESK_ergonomics in the office is an important success factor. A change of position 
has a positive effect on health and can be achieved by standing desks or height adjustable tables while 
working.

Our desk can be adjusted electrically to the right seat height or can be used when needed as a standing 
desk. The controller can be expanded with a memory function that allows any three settings to be stored. 
The complex guidance of the telescopic tubes allows a quiet and speedy height adjustment. The variants of 
the table tops can be adapted to all models.

ERGONOMICS.



LACQUERS.

The lacquers and stains used by MÜLLER 
MANUFAKTUR are solely based on certified 
products. The manufacturers and suppliers 
confirm the safety of the lacquer system (DIN). 
The finished surfaces convince by their durability, 
feel and brilliance.

L E AT H E R .

The leather covers of MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR 
characterize above all by their simple elegance 
and clear texture. Oversized table tops are covered 
in fine leather with a high-quality structure.

Structure lacquer diamond 
silver

Leather classic brown

Leather classic black

Structure lacquer black brown

Structure lacquer white Structure lacquer sand gray

Structure lacquer graphite

Leather warm grey

Structure lacquer black

DETAILS: 43 _ 44

V E N E E R S .

DETAILS.

Veneer is the best way to use a tree economically and ecologically sensible. Beauty and the amount 
of strain multiplies, it is formally given a second life. Veneer is natural wood and therefore absolutely 
unique. Upon request, we will also process certified types of wood that are not found in our brochure. 

Ash black 

European maple nature 

Walnut nature

Oak light 

Santos

Ash graphite

Pear nature

Tineo nature

Paldao

Beech nature 

Canadian maple nature 

Oak smoked 

Eucalyptus

American cherry light

Canadian maple calvados

Macassar nature 

Grisard



M Ü L L E R  M A N U F A K T U R

MÜLLER  MANUFAKTUR looks  back  on  a  success f u l  deve lopmen t  and many sa t i s f i ed  and 
happy cus tomers.  The ci rc le of  cus tomers expands dai ly by companies and ins t i tu t ions f rom 
var ious f ie lds.  Our re ference l i s t  shows a se lec t ion of  projec ts  a t  home and abroad.

INDUSTRY & SERVICES COMPANIES
ThyssenKrupp Stahl AG_Duisburg, Essen
Edelstahlwerke Buderus AG_Wetzlar
EnBW AG_Karlsruhe
BASF AG_Ludwigshafen
Cornelsen Verlag_Berlin
Lloyd Werft Bremerhaven GmbH_Bremerhaven
REWE Markt GmbH_Köln
Rotkäppchen-Mumm Sektkellerei GmbH_Eltville
Züblin AG_Stuttgart
Sanacorp Pharmahandel GmbH_Planegg
Telekom Deutschland GmbH_München, Köln
Siemens AG_Karlsruhe, Bielefeld, Regensburg
Süd Chemie AG_München
ADAC e.V._München 
Bayrische Asphalt Mischwerke GmbH& Co. _München
Bayer AG_Leverkusen
Eurocopter Deutschland GmbH_Donauwörth
EVE Vetter GmbH_Pforzheim
Bosch & Siemens Haushaltsgeräte GmbH_Dillingen
Transocean Kreuzfahrten GmbH & Co. KG_Bremen
VoestAlpine Deutschland GmbH_München
Witec AG_Heitersheim
Weiss Chemie & Technik GmbH & Co. KG_Haiter
SÜSSE Labortechnik_Gudensberg
Atrium Enterprises GmbH_Lünen
Alpha PersonalPower GmbH_Frankfurt a.M.
Carlson Wagonlit Travel_Eschborn
Chemetall GmbH_Frankfurt a.M.
Hamburg-Mannheimer Versicherungs-AG_München
GMW Personaldienstleistungen GmbH_Pforzheim
Illycaffè Handelsges. Deutschland mbH_München
Kraftwerke Mainz-Wiesbaden AG_Wiesbaden
OVB Vermögensberatung AG_Köln
Merck KGaA_Darmstadt
Refratechnik Holding GmbH_Ismaning
Klüber Lubrication München KG_München
VNG Verbundnetz Gas AG_Leipzig

REFERENCES.

BANKS & INSURANCES
Allianz Versicherungs AG_München
Volksbank_Osnabrück
Volksbank_Mainz
Volksbanken-Raiffeisenbanken_Bonn
Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen_Frankfurt a.M.
Raiffeisenbank_Sulgen, Schweiz
Schweizerische Nationalbank_Zürich
Bayerische Landesbank_München
Württembergische Versicherung AG_Stuttgart
Bank of China_Frankfurt & Luxemburg
Arbeitgeberverband der Versicherungs-
unternehmen_München
Deutsche Bundesbank, Hauptverwaltung_München
Deka Bank, Deutsche Girozentrale_Frankfurt
PSD Bank Regensburg eG_Regensburg
IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG_München
WestLB AG_Berlin
AOK Baden-Württemberg_Hauptverwaltung Stuttgart
Europäische Reiseversicherungen AG_München 

EDUCATIONAL & 
RESEARCH FACILITIES
Technische Universität_München
SGS Institut Fresenius GmbH_Frankfurt a.M.
Hochschule Karlsruhe_Karlsruhe
Ludwig Maximilian Universität_München
Bayrischer Fussball Verband e.V._München
Universitätsklinik, Augenklinik_Freiburg
St. Vincent Krankenhaus_Limburg

EMBASSIES & AUTHORITIES
Deutsche Botschaft weltweit_unter anderem 
Bueno Aires, Moskau, Canberra und Bern 
Bundeskriminalamt_Wiesbaden
Bayerische Staatsministerium_München
Stadtwerke_Augsburg
Deutsches Patent & Markenamt_München



MÜLLER MANUFAKTUR 
Möbelbau GmbH

Fürstenbergstraße 19 
77776 Bad Rippoldsau
Telefon +49 (0) 7440 218
Telefax +49 (0) 7440 464
info@muellermanufaktur.de
www.muellermanufaktur.de

Conceptional design & layout  
www.suedcom.info


